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**BRICS: GDP and PC Growth:**
2020

% YoY
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Note: GDP Growth for RU is 9M/20. PC Growth for RU is 9M/20 while CN is 2019.

**BRICS: GDP and CPI Growth:**
2020

% YoY
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Note: GDP Growth for RU is 9M/20. CPI Growth for RU is 2M/21.

**BRICS: GDP and IPI Growth:**
2020

% YoY
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Note: GDP Growth for RU is 9M/20. IPI Growth for RU is Jan-21.

**BRICS: GDP and Export Growth:**
2020

% YoY
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Note: GDP Growth for RU is 9M/20. Export Growth for RU is Jan-21.

**BRICS: GDP per Capita:**
2019

% YoY

From USD
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Note: GDP Growth for RU is 9M/20. Export Growth for RU is Jan-21.
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BRICS: Unemployment Rate and IPI Growth: 2020

Unemployment Rate (L) | IPI (R) % YoY
ZA | BR | IN | RU | CN

Note: Unemployment Rate for RU is 9M/20. IPI Growth is Jan-21 except CN is 2020.

BRICS: Unemployment Rate and Export Growth: 2020

Unemployment Rate (L) | Export (R) % YoY
ZA | BR | IN | RU | CN

Note: Unemployment Rate for RU is 9M/20. Export Growth for BR, CN and IN are 2M/21 while RU and ZA are Jan-21.

BRICS: IPI and Export Growth: Jan-21

IPI (L) | Export (R) % YoY
CN | BR | IN | RU | ZA

Note: IPI Growth for CN is 2020. Export Growth for BR, CN and IN are 2M/21.

BRICS: Export and Import Growth: 2M/21

Export (L) | Import (R) % YoY
CN | ZA | BR | IN | RU

Note: Export and Import Growth for RU and ZA are Jan-21.

BRICS: CPI and PPI Growth: 2M/21

CPI (L) | PPI (R) % YoY
RU | BR | IN | ZA | CN

Note: CPI Growth for ZA is Jan-21. PPI Growth for BR and ZA are Jan-21 while RU is 11M/20.

BRICS: BoP and Currency Quoted in USD: 2020

BoP (L) | Currency (R) % YoY
IN | CN | BR | ZA | RU

Note: BoP for IN is 9M/20. FX is 2M/21.

BRICS: BoP and IR: 2020

BoP (L) | IR (R) Bn USD
IN | CN | BR | ZA | RU

Note: BoP for IN is 9M/20. IR for BR, CN and RU are Feb-21 while IN and ZA are Jan-21.
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BRICS: Quarter-End External Debt

% of IR

BRICS: Quarter-End Household Loans

% of GDP

BRICS: Quarterly Unemployment Rate

% YoY

BRICS: Monthly Export Growth

% YoY

BRICS: Monthly Import Growth

% YoY

BRICS: Monthly IPI Growth

% YoY

BRICS: Monthly PPI Growth

% YoY

BRICS: Monthly CPI Growth

% YoY

BRICS: Month-End Policy Rate

%, % pa